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Title of Paper:

IAEVG Members Forum

Abstract:
This is a workshop that IAEVG hold at every conference for existing members and potential members from the host country
The members forum usually lasts for just over an hour and we generally get between 20-30 people attending. The session is an excellent opportunity
to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

hear about innovative developments, challenges and round the world update from other countries
meet members of the Board and Executive
share what is happening in members own part of the world;
meet new colleagues and re-connect with old friends;
offer feedback about how to strengthen IAEVG; and
allow members to become a more active participants in IAEVG’s global professional community.

IAEVG also invite interested non members from the host country.
The main requirements are published slot in the conference workshop programme and a suitable room to hold the event.

